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Network Modeling 
 

Core-Distribution-Access Layer 

 

CEA 6 modules: 

Campus, Edge, WAN, Branch, Teleworker, Data Center 

 

IIN = Intelegent Information Network – mission statement to combine Enterprise & IT 

Department interest 

Integrated transport, services & applications 

 

SONA – Service Oriented Network Architecture 

3 layers: network infrastructure, interactive services & application 
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Remote Connectivity (CBT Nuggets=Understanding New WAN Technologies) 

 

Coax cable (HFC) -> used to transfer RF signals 

HFC->downstream is RF direction from source=headend to destination=subscriber 

HFC->upstream is the direction from subscriber to headend 

downstream-> signal at 50-860MHz 

upstream->signal at 5-42MHz 

NTSC\PAL\SECAM 

 

Upstream->to the ISP 

Downstream-> from the ISP 

 

DOCSIS  

-> using same cable for different services 

-> specify the physical & MAC layers 

-> DOCSIS is an international standard 

Steps to provision cable modem (DOCSIS definition): 

Scan downstream frequency 

Obtain upstream parameters 

Establish L1+2 communications 

Acquire IP config via DHCP 

Acquire DOCSIS 

Register with CMTS 

IP network initialization 

 

 

Cable problems: shared lines, security 

 

Provisioning Cable modem: 

Downstream setup->start modem 

Upstream setup->modem listen to message 

Layer 1+2 established->modem to CMTS connection 

Obtain IP addressp->via DHCP server 

Get DOCSIS config->from TFTP server 

Register QoS with CMTS 

IP network initialization 

 

DSL variants:  Nature, Max data rate, Line coding, Data & Voice, Max distance 

DSL types:  

ADSL ->limit 18,000 feet, coexist with POTS, line coding: CAP & DMT 

ADSL POTS splitter: 

->installed at the headend side 

->pass the ADSL traffic to the modem & block voice frequencies from the modem 

->pass voice frequencies to POTS device & block ADSL traffic from POTS device 

HDSL ->eq T1 

Attenuation=signal loss over distance 
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PPPoA -> routed solution 

The session between CPE & aggregator router 

 

PPPoE -> bridging an Ethernet frame from host PC to aggregation router 

2 stages: discovery & session 

config stages: Ethernet interface->Dialer interface->PAT->DHCP server->static default 

route 

commands: 

interface fastethernet 0/1 

no ip address 

pppoe enable 

pppoe-client dial-pool 2 -> bind dialer profile to interface 

 

interface dialer 0 

ip mtu 1492 -> reduce mtu for PPPoE header 

dialer pool 1 

ip nat outside 

encapsulation ppp 

ip address negotiate ->allow interface to get address during PPP negotiation 

 

debug – most of the time password related 

debug ppp authentication -> only challenge, response & success 

debug ppp negotiation -> show everything 
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MPLS= MultiProtocol Label Switching  

switching mechanism in which packets are forwarded based on labels 

assign label to packet->forward packet based on the label 

 

Exam tip: Questions, no labs 

 

Frame mode->packet with labels applied\removed-> uses 32-bit label on layer 2.5 

Cell mode->ATM cell ->not required for the exam 

 

LSR=Label Switching Router ->no routing lookup->forward packets based on labels 

Edge LSR->exit\entrance points for the MPLS domain ->lookup then labeling\remove 

 

Push->attach a label 

Pop->remove a label 

 

Control plane: 

->exchange labels between peers 

->compile a list of labels that it advertised or received 

->exchange routing updates between devices 

Data plane: 

->packet forwarding 

->building FIB & LFIB=>mapping table 

->label swapping 

 

LDP->udp port 646 

TDP->tcp port 711 Cisco proprietary 

 

Edge LSR ->label lookup->popping the label =>routing table lookup 

PHP-> Edge LSR ask the LSR to pop the label =>reduce the load  

 

MPLS require full routing maps before it start 

LIB (Label Information Base)->built by LSR to store binding->control plane 

LFIB (Labeling Forwarding Information Base)->this is the action table->label switching 

info, perform actual forwarding->data plane 

 

Commands: 

mpls ip->for interface 

mpls label protocol ldp 

mpls mtu 1512->label need extra space, we make the mtu bigger 

 

customer & provider routers “talk” using IGP 

to avoid overlapping routing maps for different customers ISP uses: 

RD (Route Distinguisher)->each customer get a unique RD 

VRF (Virtual Routing and Forwarding table)->access only one VPN site 
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CEF must be running as prerequisite for MPLS: 

Enable CEF->ip cef global or per interface->troubleshoot show ip cef detail 

Disable CEF->the router will stop advertising MPLS labels 

Configure MPLS on frame mode interface->enable TDP or LDP using: 

mpls ip 

mpls label protocol ldp 

Configure MTU size in label switching-> mpls mtu 1512 

 

MPLS VPN: 

Overlay VPN->ISP provide virtual point-to-point links between sites 

Peer-to-Peer->ISP participate in the routing 

MPLS VPN->combine the best of both overlay and peer-to-peer 

when overlapping customer prefixes ->route distinguisher is attached to each customer 

prefix 

RD=Route Distinguishers->support overlapping customer address spaces->use VPNv4 

addresses on PE routers via BGP=>keep customer routes unique 

RT=Route Targets 

 

VRF=Virtual Routing Forwarding->the router keep separate routing tables per customer 

 

MPLS forwarding equivalence class->a set of destination networks forwarded to the 

same egress router
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IPSec VPNs 
 

IPSec security features:  

Data origin authentication 

Data Integrity 

Data Confidentiality=>Encryption 

 

IPSec Protocols:  

IKE->framework for negotiation of security parameters, establish SA 

ESP-> framework for encryption, authentication & securing data 

AH->framework for authentication & securing data 

 

Protocols to do VPN: GRE, L2TP, IPSec 

 

DES->encrypt data in 56 bit  

3DES->encrypt 168 bit->effective 112 bit 

AES->128 bit encryption 

 

Symmetric-> same key to encrypt & decrypt -> both DES & 3DES 

Asymmetric -> 2 keys: public & private 

 

Diffie-Hellman=DH->allow exchange of secret keys on a non-secure network 

 

AH=Authentication Header->define the method of authentication-> data origin 

authentication & integrity 

ESP=Encapsulation Secure Payload->define the method for authenticating, securing & 

encrypting-> data origin authentication, anti-replay protection & data confidentiality 

 

AH & ESP run in 2 modes: 

Tunnel Mode->encrypt the entire packet which is placed in another packet 

Transport Mode->encrypt the IP payload. IPSec header inserted after the IP header 

 

IKE=Internet Key Exchange->negotiates the security parameters & authentication keys 

IKE->combination of 3 protocols: SKEME, ISAKMP, Oakley 

 

Phase 1 -> 2 IPSec enabled devices come to an agreement on which method to use 

Aggressive Mode->faster but no encryption=>3 packets 

Main Mode->encrypted=>6 packets 

Quick Mode->Aggressive Mode with in IKA SA 

 

IPSec NAT Traversal->enable IPSec traffic through NAT\PAT devices 

Phase 1 result -> IKE SA=>Security Association for ISAKMP->a contract which state: 

Hash algorithm to use 

Authentication method 

Encryption algorithm 

DH group 
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Site-to-Site config – 5 steps: 

1. Process initialization via “interesting traffic”->which traffic will start the 

connection 

2. IKE Phase 1 (IKE SA negotiation)->DES or 3DES? MD5 or SHA? exchange DH 

public keys, exchange auth info -> total of 6 messages in Main Mode 

1. algorithm & hash for secure IKE are negotiated=>IKE Transform Sets 

2. use Diffie-Hellman to generate keys=>group number 

3. authenticate the remote peer 

3. IKE Phase 2 (IPSec SA negotiation)->Quick Mode=>3 message process 

1. IPSec security parameters & IPSec Transform Sets 

Transform Set->a group of protocol used for easier negotiation 

SA->the security information entered after peers agree on Transform Sets 

2. establish IPSec SA 

3. periodic negotiation of IPSec SA to ensure security 

4. Data Transfer->exchange data using the secure line 

5. Tunnel Termination->IPSec SA termination by time out 

 

IKE keepalives are unidirectional 

Commands: 

crypto isakmp enable -> should be on by default 

crypto isakmp policy #priority# -> options: 

authentication->pre-share 

encryption->des\3des\aes 

group->1, 2, 5 

hash->md5\sha 

 

show crypto isakmp policy 

  

crypto isakmp key 0 password address peerIP->0=unencrypted 

 

crypto ipsec trabsform-set NAME ah-md5-hmac->create the transform-set 

mode transport\tunnel 

 

Define interesting traffic: 

access-list 123 permit ip host sourceIP host destIP->crypto ACL 

crypto map NAME ### ipsec-isakmp->create the crypto map, require more details 

match address 123 

set peer destIP 

set transform-set NAME->name of the transform-set created earlier 

 

int f0/1->must apply the crypto map on an interface 

crypto map NAME 
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troubleshooting commands: 

show crypto isakmp sa 

show crypto ipsec sa 

DPD=Dead Peer Detection->VPN keepalive 

GRE=Generic Routing Encapsulation->tunneling protocol 

GRE over IPSec->allow to carry routing protocols OSPF\RIP\EIGRP over IPSec 

 

GRE commands->mirror on both routers 

interface tunnel#->create the virtual interface 

tunnel mode gre ip 

tunnel source s0/0->the local router interface 

tunnel destination ipaddress->the remote router interface 

ip address ipaddress mask 

 

SDM=Security Device Manager 

 

Easy VPN Remote (=client) & Server -> must have AAA enabled 

1. client send ISAKMP request to the server 

2. server send a challenge -> can use any authentication method 

3. client in Mode configuration -> get data on the connection 

pushing IP address, DNS & Split tunnel to client 

4. RRI -> ability for static route to be injected into this process 

create on the server a static route for the IP of each client 

5. IPSec Quick mode negotiate the IPSec SA 

Stateless failover options: 

DPD->crypto isakmp keepalive 10  

HSRP  

IGP inside the GRE tunnel (GRE over IPSec config) 

 

Stateful redundancy->stateful HSRP->HSRP routers share IKE SA 

Transparent tunneling-> port number must match the configuration on the gateway 
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Device Hardening 
 

Management Protocols: 

SNMP->protocol to retrieve information from devices 

SNMP v3 provide authentication & encryption�Use read-only whenever possible 

syslog->protocol that carry messages from a device to syslog server 

TFTP->UDP based protocol to transfer config files over the network 

NTP=>Network Time Protocol 

NTP->specify a time source->UDP 123 

NTP v3 provide security features 

NTP commands: 

show clock 

clock set date time 

ntp master->router act as master 

ntp authentication-key ## md5 password->set authentication number 

ntp server ipaddress authentication-key ## md5 password 

show ntp status 

show ntp associations->* next to IP indicate master 

 

SSH=>Secure Shell HyperTerminal->encrypted Telnet 

SSH require either local database on the router OR auth via AAA(=>aaa new-model) 

Required commands: 

ip domain-name 

crypto key generate rsa 

 

Banners->give legal warning 

banner login or banner motd 

 

Types of Network attacks: 

reconnaissance->collect information on the network 

DoS->the network is overloaded large volume of packets=>network slowdown 

Distributed DoS->packet flooding from many different sources or to many hosts 

�mitigate DoS & DDoS using Anti-spoof & Anti-Dos features on routers & firewalls 

Worm, Virus, Trojan->malicious code used to compromise the hosts 

�mitigation: antivirus, updated software and patches, host based IPS 

�mitigation order: contain, inoculate, quarantine, treat 

 

SYN-Flooding->attacker flood a server with TCP packets with the SYN flag set->the 

source IP does not exist and the server will respond to a non-existing IP=>server 

resources will get exhausted & prevent legitimate users access (DoS) 

 

TCP Intercept->defense for SYN-Flooding 

Intercept Mode->the router send SYN-ACK, not the server=>only legit source will reply 

Watch Mode->the router pass the SYN but if it doesn’t complete it drops the connection 

ip tcp intercept mode intercept  

ip tcp intercept mode watch 
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if there are over 1100 connection attempts->drop connection 

 

Reconnaissance Attacks->collecting data from the network for future attacks (spy)  

types of reconnaissance attack: 

packet sniffers->get data off a local NIC�mitigate by: authentication, switched 

infrastructure, antisniffer tools, cryptography 

ping sweep->send ping to range of IPs�mitigate by: turn off ICMP, use IPS 

port scan->find which ports are open�mitigate by: turn off ICMP, use IPS 

3704 filtering->a list of IPs to block against IP Spoofing 

 

Password Attacks->get access to resources by getting hold of passwords 

Types of password attacks: 

Brute-force->using software to decrypt passwords 

Trojan Horse 

IP Spoofing->using a trusted device IP to gain access to the network 

used for: inject malicious code, receive data from network hosts, reconnaissance attack 

�mitigation:ACL, encryption, RFC 3704 filtering, Additional authentication 

Packet Sniffing->get a copy of all data before it reaches the destination 

�mitigation: 

do not allow same passwords for multiple systems 

disable accounts after X amount of failed login attempts 

do not use plaintext passwords 

use strong passwords 

 

Trust Exploitation->taking advantage of a trust relationship with the network 

�mitigate by setting trust levels & using DMZ 

Types of trust exploitation attacks: 

Port Redirection Attack->use compromised host to pass traffic that would otherwise be 

blocked by the firewall 

Man-in-the-Middle->theft of info, gain access, DoS 

 

Application Layer Attacks 

exploit known weaknesses such as protocols as HTTP & FTP 

use ports that are allowed via firewalls such as TCP port 80 

�mitigation:rad or analyze log files, OS patches, use IDS/IPS 

 

when an IDS/IPS signature is correctly identified a false positive alarm is generated  

IDS can send TCP reset to destination device  

IDS->listen to all traffic 

IPS->in the traffic path 

signatures that IPS can identify: DDoS, exploit, connection 

signature based approach check fixed sequence of bytes in a single packet 

show ip ips configuration->IPS values that do not show in show run 
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Locking Down Routers using AutoSecure: 

Disable insecure global services� 

Finger->recon attack 

PAD 

UDP & TCP Small Servers->attacker can request large amounts of UDP diag 

BootP 

HTTP, CDP, NTP, Identification Services 

Enable security-based global services� 

service password-encryption 

TCP keepalive 

Disable insecure interface services� 

Proxy ARP, IP Direct Broadcast, MOP, ICMP Redirect, Unreachables, Mask Reply 

Enables appropriate security logging� 

Secure router adminaccess� 

Secure router management plane� 

Secure router forwarding plane� 

CEF enabled 

Reserved IP addresses are blocked 

TCP Intercept enabled 

 

AutoSecure Operation Modes: 

Interactive Mode -> will prompt question for admin to enable\disable services 

SSH->must be in Interactive=>because it require Domain Name 

Non-Interactive Mode-> 

The user will be prompt to create a banner 

SNMP is disabled  

AAA will be enabled locally 

AutoSecure enable min password of 6 characters 

 

SDM->Security Audit tab: 

Perform Security audit->check the config and provide recommendations 

One-step Lockdown->set of defined security policies 

After AutoSecure->test the network connectivity 

SDM->IPS Policy wizard->deployment of default IPS settings 

SDM->IPS Rule wizard->after applying rules to interfaces you can re-initiate the wizard 

SDM->IPS Rule wizard->on first use of the wizard SDEE enable will prompt 

SDM Advanced Firewall wizard->can implement DMZ & custom rules 

SDM allow one step router lockdown 

 

logging buffered  

logging console 

logging history 

logging monitor 

logging trap 
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enable passwords: 

password->the password show on show run 

secret->take precedence ->encrypted by default in show run 

service password-encryption->encrypt all passwords in show run 

 

Role-Based CLI 

Root View->highest admin view 

View->set of commands 

creating View\Superview->only from root view 

root view can create View\Superview�privilege 15 cannot 

require AAA new-model 

max of 15 CLI views 

enable privilege-level view view-name->create a view->must be privilege level 15 

parser view view-name->create a view and enter view mode 

Superview->bundle of Views 

a command can be assigned to more then one view 

a view can be contained in more then one superview 

deleting a superview does not delete the views 

 

using ACL to mitigate attacks: 

IP Address Spoofing in\out 

DoS TCP SYN->block external access using established parameter 

DoS TCP SYN->ip tcp intercept list xxx->protect hosts from SYN flood 

Filter inbound ICMP->block echo and block redirect parameters 

DDoS->use Martian filters=RFC 3704 

 

Protecting log files 

->In-band=>info across the enterprise production network or internet 

->OOB=>info within a non-production network 

SSH instead of Telnet 

SNMP v3->secured with authentication & encryption 

NTP v3 has an RFC. NTP v4 available 

 

Configure AAA->always in global command 

AAA=Authentication, Authorization, Accounting 

 

Authentication-> which users can get access 

TACACS->TCP based, full encryption, Cisco proprietary 

RADIUS->UDP based, only password encryption, open protocol 

aaa new-model->then must setup location for RADIUS or TACACS 

radius-server host 1.1.1.1 

radius-server key sharedkey 

aaa authentication login default group radius local->can add up to 4 methods 

 

debug aaa authentication 
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Authorization-> what can a user do once he get access 

privilege levels->set which commands can be used 

aaa authorization exec default group radius 

 

Accounting-> tracking user activity (who did what\when) 
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Cisco IOS Threat Defense Features 
 

Firewall has 2 tasks: 

stop undesirable traffic 

allow desirable traffic 

 

IOS Firewall features: 

Stateful packet inspection 

Authentication Proxy 

Java Blocking 

URL Filtering 

Application inspection 

Policy Control 

 

DMZ->the part of the network that is exposed to the internet 

DMZ->servers that provide services to the outside world 

 

Steateless packet filtering->work like ACL using source\destination IP and ports to filter 

traffic�does not monitor the connection state 

Stateful packet filtering->monitor the connection state and sequence numbers using state 

table 

 

3 major components: 

Cisco IOS Firewall->stateful packet filtering 

IPS->perimeter network security 

Authentication Proxy->policy per user after RADIUS\TACACS+ authentication 

 

IOS Firewall->stateful firewall=>keep a session table 

filter traffic per application based on TCP\UDP 

dynamic access-list entries->adjust permit & deny 

ip inspect->apply inspection rules�CBAC 

no ip inspect->remove CBAC, reset global timeout to default & delete live sessions 

 

Authentication Proxy->enforce policy on per-user basis->using RADIUS or TACACS+ 

no config required for the exam 

 

CBAC=Context-Based Access Control 

CBAC->can filter TCP\UDP packets only if the source is internal=>block SYN Attack 

ip inspection->creating CBAC rule 

ACL & Inspection Rule on the same Interface in the same direction->ACL go first 

ip inspect name NAME tcp->inspect rule 

apply on interface->ip inspect NAME in\out 

inspection rules special consideration: Voice, Video, VPN 

ICMP inspection->enable replies come in without configuring ACL 
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when exceeding the threshold for number of half-open TCP sessions: 

->send reset to endpoints of OLDEST half-open sessions 

->block SYN packets for a configured duration of time 
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Intrusion Prevention System 
 

IDS & IPS-> monitor traffic in real time and try to spot potential attack 

IDS->detect network intrusions BUT does not act, just alert  

IPS->in the traffic flow, can prevent traffic access to the network 

Detection based on: Policy, Signature, Anomaly 

 

Signature types: 

DoS->protect against types of DoS 

Exploit->monitor traffic patterns 

Connection->take established connections as a base point  

String->use regular expression to detect suspicious activity 

 

SDM editing of signatures->AlarmSeverity, AlarmTraits, EventAction 

 

SDF=Signature Detection File->get dynamic updates 

SDF->loaded from Flash or URL 

SME=Signature MicroEngine->load the SDF and search the packets 

“Use Built-In Signatures (as backup)” check box -> selected by default 

Common signatures are coded to IOS 

SDF selection->based on size of RAM 

 

Actions: 

Drop the Packets 

Reset connection->for TCP traffic 

Block Traffic 

Send an Alarm ->to syslog server 

 ->to SDEE->app designed to carry IPS messages 

SDEE=Security Device Event Exchange 

SDEE view options: status message, all messages, alerts 

 

NIPS->Network IPS=>installed on a router for the whole network 

HIPS->Host IPS=>installed on a single host 

Honeypots->decoy that lure attacks->packets allow identifying new attacks\signatures 

 

SDF size: 

Attack-drop.sdf=>64MB=>around118 signatures 

128MB.sdf=>300 signatures 

256MB.sdf=>500 signatures 

 

 


